
Chapter 8

HANDOUT

Backg round fo r Nego t i a t i on Ro l e - P l a y

Pogo, a large developing nation that has friendly relations with the United
States, has recently found that it has extensive reserves of MLR, a newly

discovered mineral that cures certain types of malaria. MLR is found in a
number of other locations worldwide, but it is difficult to mine in these areas,
while Pogo’s appears to be relatively easy and inexpensive to obtain. Pogo is

eager to make the best possible use of this mineral but does not have the
local expertise necessary to mine, refine, and sell MLR effectively; therefore, it

has been looking for a partner. A US company, Global Pharmaceuticals, has
extensive mining and pharmaceutical interests and believes it has developed

a fairly high level of expertise in MLR mining; it would like to increase its
involvement in the MLR trade. Both sides are anxious to reach an agreement

regarding exploitation of Pogo’s MLR for their mutual benefit. Estimates
suggest that yearly sales could exceed US $500 million once full production

is reached and that net profit margins could be as high as 10 percent of
sales.6

6. Source: Presented by Hoffman, R. C. (2007). PDW: Interactive teaching methods in IB. Academy
of Management. Drawn from Punnett, B. J. (2005). Experiencing international business and management.
Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe.
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HANDOUT

I n s t r u c t i on s fo r Nego t i a t i on Ro l e - P l a y — Globa l
Pha rmaceu t i c a l Membe r s

Global Pharmaceut ica l Br ief ing7

As representatives of Global Pharmaceuticals, you want to reach an agreement
with Pogo that is in the company’s best interests. Nevertheless, you recognize

the importance of reaching an agreement that will also benefit Pogo.
Your previous experience with MLR mining suggests that quality control is

essential. To achieve desired levels of quality, you believe that the company must
retain control over operations; this means that local ownership is acceptable only

on a limited basis. In addition, you are concerned about the quality of labor that
is available locally and would prefer to automate production as much as possible

and bring in skilled labor from outside Pogo. Finally, your local information
suggests that managers in the area lack training; thus, top management, and
some middle management, will have to come from the United States.

Your research suggests that mining MLR in Pogo could be very profitable
given the present world supply; this situation could change, however, if a

mine similar to that in Pogo were to be developed elsewhere. Present esti-
mates suggest that the Pogo mine will be profitable for at least 20 years, but

these estimates are essentially guesses because relatively little is known about
MLR mining.

You see your proposed operations in Pogo as providing needed local
employment, foreign currency, and exports. Even with largely automated
operations, you can employ about a thousand locals.

You believe that the simplest and most effective arrangement would be to
set up a wholly owned subsidiary in Pogo and pay that country a flat fee in US

dollars for mining and selling rights. Although you would very much like to
conclude an arrangement with Pogo, the investment will be substantial and

will mean selling off certain valuable corporate assets; thus, you must reach
an agreement that you think is a good one from the company’s point of view.

Taking these issues into consideration, outline a proposal for discussion
with representatives of the government of Pogo.

7. Source: Adapted from Punnett (2005), Experiencing IB.
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HANDOUT

I n s t r u c t i on s fo r Nego t i a t i on Ro l e -p l a y — Pogo
Membe r s

Pogo Br ief ing8

As representatives of the government of Pogo, you naturally want to reach an

agreement with the American company Global Pharmaceuticals that will ben-
efit the people of your country as well as yourselves as individuals.

Some of Pogo’s concerns are:

• Retaining control of valuable natural resources

• Increasing local employment

• Developing the rural areas of the country

• Developing capable local managers

• Improving Pogo’s trade balance

• Increasing Pogo’s supply of hard currency

• Increasing technology transfer

Your research suggests that sales of MLR might be substantially higher
than the projected $500 million US dollars a year if it is marketed effectively.
You hope that an operation of this size will employ about 4000 local people.

This company is your first choice as a partner because it has a good inter-

national reputation; however, Pogo has been tentatively approached by two
other groups that are interested in its MLR. One of these is a syndicate of

European companies and government interests; the second is an agency of
Russia. If you cannot reach an agreement with the American company that

you think is equitable, you will want to pursue these options.
Taking these issues into consideration, outline the demands you wish to

make of Global Pharmaceuticals.

8. Source: Adapted from Punnett (2005), Experiencing IB.
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Appendix 8.1

HANDOUT

Handou t fo r The G loba l v e r su s Pogo Case S tudy
(Backg round Demands and Re su l t s Fo rm fo r
Each Team)

Demands — Fill in what you want to gain during the negotiation process for
your respective team:

Issues Pogo Global Pharmaceuticals
Company

Ownership and
management

Facilities

Employment

Exports

Financial
(investments;
revenue or profit
goals)

Other

(Continued )
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(Continued)

Results — Fill in what you (and the opposing team) achieved during the nego-

tiations process for your respective team:

Issues Pogo
Country

Global Pharmaceuticals
Company

Ownership and
management

Facilities

Employment

Exports

Financial
(investments;
revenue or profit
goals)

Other
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Appendix 8.2

HANDOUT

Handou t fo r The G loba l v e r su s Pogo Case S tudy
( Pogo Nego t i a t i on Feedback Fo rm )

Pogo or Company? ______________ Role:_____________ Section:______

As a group, please answer the following questions, using the scale below:

Scale: 1= SA (Strongly agree)
2=A (Agree)
3=N (Neither agree nor disagree)
4=D (Disagree)
5= SD (Strongly disagree)

SA A N D SD

1. We planned the goals we hoped to

achieve from the negotiations.

1 2 3 4 5

2. Our preparations included

determining how we were going to

discuss various issues.

1 2 3 4 5

3. We tried to anticipate what our

opponents would say and do.

1 2 3 4 5

4. Before either side made an offer,

we made an effort to get to know

members of the opposing group.

1 2 3 4 5

5. We made most of the compromises

to reach an agreement.

1 2 3 4 5

6. We are satisfied with the outcomes

of the negotiation.

1 2 3 4 5

Comments:
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Appendix 8.3

HANDOUT

Handou t fo r The G loba l v e r su s Pogo Case S tudy
(Nego t i a t i ng S t y l e s Backg round )

These are rated on individual scales of 1 to 30 (for conversational overlaps) or

1 to 10 (for silent periods, facial gazing, and touching). The numbers in the
charts are comparative in nature. For example, Japanese will allow for more

and longer silent periods in a conversation than Americans, while Brazilians
will allow for relatively little to none.

Behavior American Japanese Brazilian

Silent periods 3.5 5.5 0

Conversational overlaps 10.3 12.6 28.6

Facial gazing 3.3 1.3 5.2

Touching 0 0 4.7
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Appendix 8.4

HANDOUT

Handou t fo r The G loba l v e r su s Pogo Case S tudy
( Samp le Nego t i a t i on Feedback Re su l t s Tab l e )

Pogo Country Global
Pharmaceuticals

Company

1. Planned goals 1.75 (1�2) 2.50 (1�5)

2. How to discuss 2.75 (1�4) 2.50 (1�4)

3. Anticipate
others

1.25 (1�2) 2.25 (1�4)

4. Get to know
other side

3.00 (1�4) 4.00 (3�5)

5. Made
compromises

2.75 (1�5) 3.50 (2�4)

6. Satisfied with
outcomes

3.25 (1�5) 3.50 (2�5)

1= SA, 2=A, 3=N, 4=D, 5= SD
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HANDOUT

The John Wayne S t y l e o f Nego t i a t i on

• Just call me John: Americans are not conscious of status distinction,

while most other cultures are. Informality at first sight might not be
received well by others.

• Pardon my French: Americans don’t usually speak another language.
Many foreigners do. This puts Americans at a disadvantage since any-

thing they say can be understood by others while the reverse is not true.

• I can do it alone: American executives are often overconfident and
believe they can handle any negotiation by themselves. The result? They

are usually outnumbered in international negotiation.

• Get to the point: Americans like to get to the heart of a problem quickly.

Most of the rest of the world likes to take its time and proceed slowly.

• Lay your cards on the table: Americans expect honest information at the
bargaining table. In many other cultures, trickery is part and parcel of

the negotiation process and honest information is not expected to be
presented. As a result, Americans appear naïve to others. The Iran arms-

for-hostages deal is a classic example.

• Don’t just sit there — say something: Americans are uncomfortable
with silence, while many other cultures are not affected by silence the
same way. The result: Americans press others to speak up and give an

answer, which might prompt the other party to say something that it
doesn’t necessarily intend to stick to.

• One thing at a time: Americans stack a complex negotiation task

sequentially. Some other cultures use a holistic approach and don’t like
dividing the issue.

• A deal is a deal: When Americans make an agreement and give their
word, they expect that they and the other party will honor the agree-

ment no matter what. Many other cultures view negotiation as a con-
test of wit and trickery and thus the contest continues even after

signing a contract. Some traditional cultures view the negotiation as
merely one phase of a long-term business and personal relationship

that will have many more phases.
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